Employee Experience & Total Rewards
Cost Optimization

Learn from, and about, your people
welcome to brighter

Are your total rewards meeting the needs of your employees?
With open enrollment over, now is the time to reexamine and evaluate your total rewards offerings
using employee research techniques.
• Are your employees experiencing the impact and value you desire?
• How do you know if your current offering is aligned to what is most impactful to employees?
Post open enrollment, understanding your employee voice and data will help you make informed,
data driven decisions.
Isn’t it time to listen directly to your employees and revaluate your total rewards offerings?
Mercer offers employee feedback options and preference research to help companies make the
right choices about what they can offer while knowing what employees really want. Fast, flexible,
digital solutions provide meaningful and timely insight to inform decisions that matter now and in
the future.

Before making tough choices, listen to employees about what really matters most.

Gain insight to make informed total
rewards decisions

Know what employees value, how they
experience work, and their preferences and
priorities so you can make the best decisions
while optimizing costs.

For more information, go to www.imercer.com/engage

Direct your total rewards spend on what
matters most to employees
Real-time, exploratory, open employee
conversations help you learn what’s most
important to your people.
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Explore experiences & evaluate expectations
• Start a real-time dialogue using digital focus groups.
Encourage honesty and authenticity with complete
anonymity.
• Crowdsource insights from your people on a wide range of
topics through scalable, open and interactive dialogue.
• Develop an understanding of importance.

Identify trade-offs to core total rewards offerings
• In order to make substantive changes to your offerings, a
more rigorous research approach — one that asks employees
to consider trade-offs and carefully consider what they value
— is required.
• If your organization is seeking clarity on how best to invest in
your people, understanding the value placed on each
offering, especially in comparison to actual costs, will help
you to make evidence-based choices. Mercer can help.

Identify preference patterns
• Understand the critical and unique needs of your workforce
immediately.
• Access meaningful comparisons of preferences across
employee segments, offering actionable answers to questions
critical for you EVP design and total rewards strategy.
• Assess targeted, meaningful trade-offs.
• What aspects do employees value most and how do the
preferences vary across key employee groups and persona
segments?

Ensure that your total rewards strategy and budget aligns with what your
employees value.
Learn more: Working in partnership with our employers, we provide guidance that
goes beyond the data — unlocking the insight needed to inform strategic decision-making
and action. Project-based, point-in-time, or on-demand
options exist.
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